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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a network in-
terface for a computing system and methods of managing
data communication.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A network interface facilitates communication
between a computing system and a data network. Typical
network interfaces have dedicated hardware that estab-
lishes a communications link with an external network.
The hardware may be integrated with other components
of a host computing system. Dedicated firmware and/or
software may also be incorporated into the network in-
terface. Common names for network interfaces include
network interface card (NIC), network interface control-
ler, network interface adapter and network interface unit.
[0003] Network capable computing systems generally
have at least one dedicated network interface. The net-
work interface provides a bridge between the internal
system bus of the host computing system (such as a PCI
or PCI Express bus) and an external data network (such
as an Ethernet network). Network interfaces may be in-
tegrated with other system components (such as ’on-
board’ network controllers that are integrated with the
system motherboard) or supplied as modular compo-
nents (such as a PCI-e card).
[0004] Conventional network interfaces have two pri-
mary functions: receiving data from an external network
and; transmitting data from the host computing system
to the external network. The network interface interacts
with the system bus of the host computing system during
both operations to manage the exchange of data. These
interactions conform to protocols (generally defined by
the network interface and implemented by a driver for
the network interface) that allow software applications
executed by the host computing system to interact with
the network interface.
[0005] Conventional interface driver protocols gener-
ally prioritize resource optimisation at the expense of
communications latency. Data transactions between a
network interface and host computing system using con-
ventional driver protocols typically include control mes-
sage exchanges to coordinate data transfer (such as the
exchange of data allocation pointers and read confirma-
tions). This can introduce significant latency that delays
the transfer of network data between systems.
[0006] EP 1,338,965 A2 describes a method for ar-
ranging data for transfer as a data burst over a computer
network. A header is provided and comprises the desti-
nation address of a certain word in the data burst and a
signal at the beginning or end of the data burst for indi-
cating the start or end of the data burst. The destination
address of other words in the data burst are inferrable
from the address in the header.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The invention is defined by the independent
claims attached hereto.
[0008] Preferred embodiments are specified in the de-
pendent claims.
[0009] In an embodiment, the process comprises allo-
cating the receive buffer within continuous memory hav-
ing storage capacity for a plurality of data frames.
[0010] In an embodiment, the process comprises di-
viding the allocated memory into a plurality of consecu-
tive individually addressable slots of homogeneous stor-
age capacity.
[0011] In an embodiment, the process comprises writ-
ing received data frames consecutively to each of the
slots within the receive buffer.
[0012] In an embodiment, the process comprises re-
cursively overwriting the receive buffer without read con-
firmation from the host computing system.
[0013] In an embodiment, the process comprises frag-
menting received data frames that exceed the storage
capacity of the slots and allocating the frame fragments
to a plurality of consecutive slots within the receive buffer.
[0014] In an embodiment, the process comprises gen-
erating control data that facilitates reconstruction of frag-
mented data frames by defining the relationship of frame
data in consecutive slots.
[0015] In an embodiment, the process comprises ap-
pending the control data to the end of each frame frag-
ment so that the control data is written to the end of a
corresponding slot in the same bus transaction as the
frame fragment.
[0016] In an embodiment, the control data also defines
the length of the frame fragment allocated to the corre-
sponding slot.
[0017] In a third aspect, the present invention provides
a network interface comprising a network side that re-
ceives data from an external data network, a host side
that transfers the data to memory within a host computing
system via an internal system bus, and a control system
that prescribes the allocation of data within the host com-
puting system memory without intervention from the host
computing system.
[0018] In a fourth aspect, the network interface com-
prises:

a network side that receives a plurality of data frames
from an external data network,
a host side that transfers the data frames to a receive
buffer allocated within memory of a host computing
system via the hosts internal system bus, and
a control system that prescribes the allocation of data
frames within the receive buffer without intervention
from the host computing system.

[0019] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a write controller that transfers each of the received
data frames to the receive buffer using an open-loop write
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protocol.
[0020] In an embodiment, the write controller is con-
figured to write the data frames successively to a contin-
uous memory range within the receive buffer.
[0021] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a buffer management module that allocates a plu-
rality of consecutive individually addressable slots of ho-
mogeneous storage capacity within continuous memory
allocated to the receive buffer.
[0022] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a write controller that transfers received data
frames consecutively to each of the slots within the re-
ceive buffer.
[0023] In an embodiment, the write controller recur-
sively overwrites the receive buffer without read confir-
mation from the host computing system.
[0024] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a frame management module that fragments re-
ceived data frames that exceed the storage capacity of
the slots and allocates the frame fragments to a plurality
of consecutive slots within the receive buffer.
[0025] In an embodiment, the frame management
module generates control data that facilitates reconstruc-
tion of fragmented data frames by defining the relation-
ship of frame data in consecutive slots.
[0026] In an embodiment, the write controller appends
the control data to the end of each frame fragment so
that the control data is written to the end of a correspond-
ing slot in the same bus transaction as the frame frag-
ment.
[0027] In an embodiment, the control data also defines
the length of the frame fragment allocated to the corre-
sponding slot.
[0028] In a fifth aspect, the present invention provides
a buffer access protocol comprising:

reading a write iteration counter from a plurality of
slots within a memory buffer, the write iteration coun-
ter defining when data was last written to the respec-
tive slot,
determining a write address that defines the next slot
to receive data, the write address being determined
from the write iteration counters, and
recurrently polling the write address to detect a write
update for the corresponding slot.

[0029] In a sixth aspect, the buffer access protocol
comprises:

accessing a plurality of data slots within a circular
buffer and reading a write iteration counter from each
of the accessed slots, the write iteration counter de-
fining a write iteration when data was last written to
the respective slot,
determining a write address for the circular buffer
that defines the next slot to be overwritten with data,
the write address being defined by a transition in the
write iteration counter assigned to adjacent slots,

and
recurrently polling the write address to detect a write
update, the write update being determined from a
change in the write iteration counter for the corre-
sponding slot.

[0030] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises:

copying a write iteration counter from a designated
slot within the circular buffer and establishing a read
iteration counter from the copied write iteration coun-
ter, and
comparing the read iteration counter to a plurality of
write iteration counters assigned to consecutive slots
within the circular buffer to identify the write address.

[0031] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises:

initiating a read pointer at a designated slot within
the circular buffer,
comparing the write iteration counter assigned to the
designated slot with the read iteration counter, and
incrementing the read pointer to align with succes-
sive slots within the circular buffer until the read point-
er coincides with the write address.

[0032] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises in-
crementing the read pointer to align with a successive
slot after detecting a write update.
[0033] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises
maintaining a loop counter for the circular buffer that de-
fines a current write iteration, the loop counter being in-
cremented at the conclusion of each write iteration.
[0034] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises writ-
ing the loop counter to each slot within the circular buffer
with each write transaction to the respective slots, the
loop counter providing a write iteration counter for read
synchronization.
[0035] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises:

extracting data from a slot corresponding to the write
address when a write update is detected,
checking the write iteration counter following extrac-
tion of the data to validate the extraction process, and
generating a read error if the write iteration counter
has changed subsequent to detection of the write
update.

[0036] In an embodiment, the protocol comprises:

reading a length reference from a current slot corre-
sponding to the write address following a write up-
date, and
combining data from the current slot with data from
a successive slot when the length reference indi-
cates the current slot contains a frame fragment.

[0037] In a seventh aspect, the present invention pro-
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vides a buffer access system comprising:

a reference module that reads a write iteration coun-
ter from a plurality of data slots within a memory buff-
er, the write iteration counter defining when data was
last written to the respective slot,
a synchronization module that determines a write
address defining the next slot to receive data, the
write address being determined from the write iter-
ation counters, and
a write monitor that recurrently polls the write ad-
dress to detect a write update for the corresponding
slot.

[0038] In an eighth aspect, buffer access system com-
prises
a reference module that accesses a plurality of data slots
within a circular buffer and evaluates a write iteration
counter from each of the accessed slots, the write itera-
tion counter defining a write iteration when data was last
written to the respective slots,
a synchronization module that determines a write ad-
dress for the circular buffer, the write address defining
the next slot to be overwritten with data, and
a write monitor that recurrently polls the write address to
detect a write update, the write update being determined
from a change in the write iteration counter for the cor-
responding slot.
[0039] In an embodiment the reference module copies
a write iteration counter from a designated slot within the
circular buffer and establishing a read iteration counter
from the copied write iteration counter, and the synchro-
nization module compares the read iteration counter to
a plurality of write iteration counters assigned to consec-
utive slots within the circular buffer to identify the write
address.
[0040] In an embodiment, the synchronization module
initiates a read pointer at a designated slot within the
circular buffer, compares the write iteration counter as-
signed to the designated slot with the read iteration coun-
ter and increments the read pointer to align with succes-
sive slots within the circular buffer until the read pointer
coincides with the write address.
[0041] In an embodiment, synchronization module in-
crements the read pointer to align with a successive slot
within the buffer when the write monitor detects a write
update.
[0042] In an embodiment, the system comprises an
extraction module that extracts data from slots corre-
sponding to the write address when a write update is
detected, checks the write iteration counter following ex-
traction of the data to validate the extraction process, and
generates a read error if the write iteration counter has
changed subsequent to detection of the write update.
[0043] In an embodiment, the system comprises a
frame reconstruction module that reads a length refer-
ence from a current slot corresponding to the write ad-
dress following a write update, and combines data from

the current slot with data from a successive slot when
the length reference indicates that the respective slots
contain data from a single frame.
[0044] In a ninth aspect, the present invention provides
a data transmission process comprising buffering outgo-
ing network data within a host computing system proc-
essor and directly writing the buffered outgoing network
data to dedicated memory within a network interface that
is mapped to a local memory hierarchy within the host
computing system.
[0045] In a tenth aspect, the data transmission process
comprises:

mapping dedicated memory from a network interface
to a local memory hierarchy within a host computing
system,
buffering outgoing network data within a write-com-
bine buffer of the host computing system processor,
writing the outgoing network data from the write-
combine buffer to the dedicated memory, and
transmitting the data from the network interface to
an external network.

[0046] In an embodiment, the process comprises writ-
ing a frame reference to a separate control register within
the network interface to initiate transmission of a data
frame to an external network, the frame reference defin-
ing the location of a corresponding frame within the ded-
icated memory.
[0047] In an embodiment, the process comprises map-
ping the separate control register to base address regis-
ter zero of the host computing system.
[0048] In an embodiment, the process comprises
mapping the dedicated network interface memory to
base address register two of the host computing system
and enabling write-combining for the mapped memory.
[0049] In an embodiment, the process comprises ex-
tracting an individual data frame from the dedicated
memory for transmission to an external network, the data
frame being defined by a frame reference written to the
separate control register and a frame length written with
the data frame in the dedicated memory.
[0050] In an embodiment, the process comprises writ-
ing control data to the dedicated memory with the outgo-
ing network data, the control data including a frame length
that defines the size of a corresponding data frame.
[0051] In an embodiment, the process comprises in-
corporating feedback descriptors in the control data writ-
ten to the dedicated memory with the outgoing network
data, the feedback descriptors facilitating transmission
of confirmation messages from the network interface to
the host computing system.
[0052] In an embodiment, the process comprises writ-
ing a frame identifier from the dedicated memory to an
allocated feedback register within host computing sys-
tem memory to report transmission of a corresponding
data frame from the network interface to an external net-
work.
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[0053] In an embodiment, the process comprises ex-
tracting the frame identifier and a reference address de-
fining the host computing system feedback register from
the dedicated memory in a consolidated memory access
transaction that includes extraction of a corresponding
data frame.
[0054] In an eleventh aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a data transmission system comprising a memory
management module that maps memory from a network
interface to a local memory hierarchy within a host com-
puting system, and a write controller that buffers outgoing
network data within a host computing system processor
before writing the outgoing network data directly to the
mapped memory.
[0055] In a twelfth aspect, the data transmission sys-
tem comprises:

a memory management module that maps dedicat-
ed memory from a network interface to a local mem-
ory hierarchy within a host computing system, and
a write controller that buffers outgoing network data
within a write-combine buffer before writing the out-
going network data to the dedicated network inter-
face memory.

[0056] In an embodiment, the system comprises a con-
trol module that writes frame references to a separate
control register within the network interface to initiate
transmission of data frames from the network interface
to the external network, the frame references defining
the location of a corresponding frame within the dedicat-
ed memory.
[0057] In an embodiment, the memory management
module maps the separate control register to base ad-
dress register zero of the host computing system.
[0058] In an embodiment, the memory management
module maps the dedicated network interface memory
to base address register two of the host computing sys-
tem and enables write-combining for the mapped mem-
ory.
[0059] In an embodiment, the system comprises a
transmission engine that extracts individual data frames
from the dedicated memory for transmission to an exter-
nal network, the data frames being defined by a corre-
sponding frame reference written to the separate control
register and a frame length written in the dedicated mem-
ory with the data frame.
[0060] In an embodiment, the system comprises a con-
trol module that combines control data with the outgoing
network data before the write controller writes the net-
work data to the dedicated memory, the control data in-
cluding a frame length that defines the size of a corre-
sponding data frame.
[0061] In an embodiment, the control module incorpo-
rates feedback descriptors in the control data combined
with the outgoing network data, the feedback descriptors
facilitating transmission of confirmation messages from
the network interface to the host computing system.

[0062] In an embodiment, the system comprises a no-
tification engine that writes a frame identifier from the
dedicated memory to an allocated feedback register with-
in host computing system memory to report transmission
of a corresponding data frame from the network interface
to an external network.
[0063] In an embodiment, the notification engine ex-
tracts the frame identifier and a reference address defin-
ing the host computing system feedback register from
the dedicated memory in a consolidated memory access
transaction that includes extraction of a corresponding
data frame.
[0064] In an thirteenth aspect, the present invention
provides a network interface comprising a plurality of data
ports that connect with an external data network and a
control system that manages data exchanges between
the data ports and an internal system bus of a host com-
puting system,
the control system including a logging module that rep-
licates data exchanged between the system bus and in-
dividual data ports, and transfers the replicated data to
a designated logging port.
[0065] In a fourteenth aspect the network interface
comprises:

a network side that connects with an external data
network to facilitate data exchanges, the network
side having a plurality of data ports that each define
a data channel for communications,
a host side that connects with an internal system bus
of a host computing system to facilitate data ex-
changes between the network interface and the host
computing system, and
a control system that manages data exchanges be-
tween the network side and the host side of the net-
work interface, the control system including a logging
module that replicates data from individual data
channels and transfers the replicated data to a des-
ignated logging port.

[0066] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a logging interface that facilitates configuration of
the logging module, the logging interface having a plu-
rality of control registers that define the data channels
replicated by the logging module.
[0067] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a logging controller that divides data from each
data channel into a receive stream and a send stream,
the logging interface having a plurality of control registers
that define the data streams replicated by the logging
module.
[0068] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a logging unit that combines data from a plurality
of data ports, the logging unit having a dedicated logging
port that transmits the combined data to an external net-
work.
[0069] In a fifteenth aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a data logging process comprising autonomously
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replicating network data within a computing system net-
work interface and transferring the replicated data to a
designated logging port of the network interface for trans-
mission to an external logging system.
[0070] In a sixteenth aspect the data logging process
comprises:

exchanging data between a host computing system
and an external data network using a network inter-
face having a plurality of data ports, the network in-
terface being connected to an internal system bus
of a host computing system, and
replicating data from individual data ports and trans-
ferring the replicated data to a designated logging
port integrated with the network interface.

[0071] In an embodiment, the process comprises se-
lecting individual data ports for logging, the data ports
being selected using dedicated control registers allocat-
ed within the network interface.
[0072] In an embodiment, the process comprises:

dividing data received at each of the data ports into
a receive stream and a send stream, and
selecting individual data streams for logging, the
streams being selected using dedicated control reg-
isters allocated within the network interface.

[0073] In an embodiment, the process comprises com-
bining data from a plurality of data ports and transmitting
the combined data from a host computing system to an
external network.
[0074] In a seventh aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a network interface comprising a plurality of data
ports and a control system that manages data exchanges
between the data ports and an internal system bus of a
host computing system, the control system including a
forwarding module that transfers data directly between
separate data ports without intervention from the host
computing system.
[0075] In an eighteenth aspect, the network interface
comprises:

a network side that connects with an external data
network to facilitate data exchanges, the network
side having a plurality of data ports,
a host side that connects with an internal system bus
of a host computing system to facilitate data ex-
changes between the network interface and the host
computing system, and
a control system that manages data exchanges be-
tween the network side and the host side of the net-
work interface, the control system including a for-
warding module that receives data directly from a
defined data port of the network interface and trans-
fers the received data to an external data network
via another data port of the network interface without
intervention from the host computing system.

[0076] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a forwarding interface that facilitates configuration
of the forwarding module, the forwarding interface having
a control register that disables data forwarding between
two ports.
[0077] In an embodiment, the network interface com-
prises a filtering engine that reads destination addresses
from data received by the forwarding module and pre-
vents forwarding of data with a destination address that
matches an address associated with the host computing
system.
[0078] In a nineteenth aspect, the present invention
provides a data forwarding process comprising receiving
network data at a designated data port of a computing
system network interface and transmitting the received
data to an external data network via another port of the
network interface without intervention from a host com-
puting system.
[0079] In a twentieth aspect, the data forwarding proc-
ess comprises:

receiving data from an external data network using
a network interface having a plurality of data ports,
the network interface being connected to an internal
system bus of a host computing system, and
forwarding data receive via a defined port of the net-
work interface to another port of the network inter-
face without intervention from the host computing
system.

[0080] In an embodiment, the process comprises dis-
abling forwarding between two network interface ports
by writing to a control register within the network inter-
face.
[0081] In an embodiment, the process comprises read-
ing a destination addresses from data received by the
forwarding module and preventing forwarding of data
with a destination address that matches an address as-
sociated with the host computing system.
[0082] In a twenty first aspect, the present invention
provides a data reception process comprises receiving
data from an external network via a network interface
and transferring the data to memory within a host com-
puting system via an internal system bus, the network
interface prescribing the allocation of data within the host
computing system memory without intervention from the
host computing system.
[0083] In a twenty second aspect, the present invention
provides a network interface comprises a network side
that receives data from an external data network, a host
side that transfers the data to memory within a host com-
puting system via an internal system bus, and a control
system that prescribes the allocation of data within the
host computing system memory without intervention
from the host computing system.
[0084] In a twenty third aspect, the present invention
provides a buffer access protocol comprises:
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reading a write iteration counter from a plurality of
slots within a memory buffer, the write iteration coun-
ter defining when data was last written to the respec-
tive slot,
determining a write address that defines the next slot
to receive data, the write address being determined
from the write iteration counters, and
recurrently polling the write address to detect a write
update for the corresponding slot.

[0085] In a twenty fourth aspect, the present invention
provides a buffer access system comprises:

a reference module that reads a write iteration coun-
ter from a plurality of data slots within a memory buff-
er, the write iteration counter defining when data was
last written to the respective slot,
a synchronization module that determines a write
address defining the next slot to receive data, the
write address being determined from the write iter-
ation counters, and
a write monitor that recurrently polls the write ad-
dress to detect a write update for the corresponding
slot.

[0086] In a twenty fifth aspect, the present invention
provides a data transmission process comprising buffer-
ing outgoing network data within a host computing sys-
tem processor and directly writing the buffered outgoing
network data to dedicated memory within a network in-
terface that is mapped to a local memory hierarchy within
the host computing system.
[0087] In a twenty sixth aspect, the present invention
provides a data transmission system comprising a mem-
ory management module that maps memory from a net-
work interface to a local memory hierarchy within a host
computing system, and a write controller that buffers out-
going network data within a host computing system proc-
essor before writing the outgoing network data directly
to the mapped memory.
[0088] In a twenty seventh aspect, the present inven-
tion provides a network interface comprising a plurality
of data ports that connect with an external data network
and a control system that manages data exchanges be-
tween the data ports and an internal system bus of a host
computing system,
the control system including a logging module that rep-
licates data exchanged between the system bus and in-
dividual data ports, and transfers the replicated data to
a designated logging port.
[0089] In a twenty eighth aspect, the present invention
provides a data logging process comprising autono-
mously replicating network data within a computing sys-
tem network interface and transferring the replicated data
to a designated logging port of the network interface for
transmission to an external logging system.
[0090] In a twenty ninth aspect, the present invention
provides a network interface comprising a plurality of data

ports and a control system that manages data exchanges
between the data ports and an internal system bus of a
host computing system, the control system including a
forwarding module that transfers data directly between
separate data ports without intervention from the host
computing system.
[0091] In a thirtieth aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a data forwarding process comprising receiving
network data at a designated data port of a computing
system network interface and transmitting the received
data to an external data network via another port of the
network interface without intervention from a host com-
puting system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0092] Features and advantages of the present inven-
tion will become apparent from the following description
of embodiments thereof, by way of example only, with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a network
comprising a plurality of interconnected computing
systems.
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a network
interface depicting several functional modules.
Figure 3 is a block diagram depicting memory allo-
cation within a receive buffer.
Figure 4 is a schematic representation of a host com-
puting system depicting various functional modules
that coordinate exchanges with a network interface.
Figure 5 is a block diagram depicting memory allo-
cation within a network interface.
Figure 6 is a flow diagram representation of a trans-
mission process for transferring data from a comput-
ing system to a network interface.
Figure 7 is a block diagram representation of a net-
work interface logging function.
Figure 8 is a block diagram representation of a net-
working interface port forwarding function.

Detailed Description

[0093] An embodiment of a low-latency network inter-
face and complementary data management protocols
are described in this specification. The data management
protocols reduce dedicated control exchanges between
the network interface and a corresponding host comput-
ing system by consolidating control data with network
data.
[0094] Reducing communication latency typically im-
proves processing times for network intensive interac-
tions. Embodiments of the send and receive protocols
disclosed in the following sections limit exchanges be-
tween the network interface and a host computing system
to reduce processing delays. Reducing overall latency
by fractions of a second can have significant implications
in high performance computing applications (such as on-
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line gaming and financial trading).
[0095] Network data is commonly transmitted between
computing systems using discrete data ’frames’ in con-
ventional networking applications. Data frames are de-
fined by the ’sender’ system and may include control data
(such as a destination address) that is used in the trans-
mission process. The network interface embodiments
described in this specification predominantly interact with
’frame’ based network implementations (where data is
communicated in frames). However, the general proto-
cols may also be implemented with other networking
standards.
[0096] Latency is a measure of the time taken for data
to transit through a system. The ’reception latency’ for a
network interface represents the time between reception
of a data frame from an external network and the frame
becoming available for a software application executed
on a corresponding host computing system. ’Transmis-
sion latency’ for a network interface represents the time
between a frame being made available from a software
application executing on the host computing system and
the frame being transmitted to an external network. Both
reception and transmission latency are primarily attribut-
able to the network interface.
[0097] Specific embodiments of data management
protocols and interface features are attributed to discrete
functional units in this specification (typically ’modules’
and ’engines’). These functional units demonstrate the
operation and interactions of the various interface ele-
ments they embody (both hardware and software). They
do not represent strict operational divisions or specific
hardware/software implementations. The operations at-
tributed to multiple functional units may be executed by
a single hardware component (such as a microprocessor
or field programmable gate array), a software application
(such as a driver or embedded software), a number of
hardware components or a mix of hardware and soft-
ware.

Reception of data from an external network

[0098] Conventional network interface protocols are
coordinated by driver software executed on the host com-
puting system. The driver typically allocates host memory
to individual data frames and maintains an array of point-
ers (known as ’receive descriptors’) in host memory as
a record. The network interface accesses the ’receive
descriptor’ array when a new frame is received and cop-
ies the frame to a memory address defined by a corre-
sponding pointer. The interface generates a system in-
terrupt when the copy is completed to alert the host sys-
tem that a new frame has been transferred. The driver
software releases the pointer from subsequent use once
the frame has been processed.
[0099] Embodiments of the network interface and re-
ceive protocol described in this section reduce the re-
ceive latency attributable to the network interface by elim-
inating several interactions with the host computing sys-

tem. The disclosed network interface exchanges re-
ceived network data with a host computing system using
a receive buffer (or a small number of receive buffers)
allocated in host computing system memory. Each re-
ceive buffer has capacity to store a plurality of data
frames that have been received from an external net-
work.
[0100] The network interface autonomously pre-
scribes the allocation of data within the receive buffer
without intervention from the host computing system (in-
cluding the network interface driver). The interface typi-
cally allocates received data frames consecutively within
the receive buffer using a circular first-in-first-out (FIFO)
ordering protocol. The host computing system does not
assign write addresses or dedicated buffers for individual
frames received by the network interface.
[0101] The network interface recursively writes data
frames to the receive buffer using an open-loop write
protocol without feedback from the host computing sys-
tem (such as read confirmations that indicates a frame
has been extracted). This facilitates uncoordinated ac-
cess to data within the receive buffer by multiple software
applications executing on the host computing system.
The network interface continuously writes new frames to
the receive buffer during documented write iterations. Ex-
isting data within the buffer is overwritten during succes-
sive write iterations. The network interface typically ap-
pends standardized control data (including the current
write iterations) to received frames as they are written to
the receive buffer. The control data is used by the host
computing system to extract frames from the receive buff-
er.
[0102] The host computing system implements a re-
ceive protocol that makes data frames from the receive
buffer accessible to software application executing on
the host computing system. The receive protocol facili-
tates the extraction and reconstruction of data frames
stored in the receive buffer using the control data gener-
ated by the network interface.
[0103] A computing network 10 is depicted in Figure
1. The network 10 comprises a plurality of interconnected
computing systems. The computing systems are con-
nected by a common data network 11 (such as the Inter-
net or a Local Area Network).
[0104] The illustrated data network 11 facilitates com-
munication between a host computing system 15 and a
plurality of remote computing systems 12. The host com-
puting system 15 incorporates a network interface that
manages data exchanges with the data network 11.
[0105] A functional representation of a network inter-
face 20 is depicted in Figure 2. The interface 20 compris-
es a network side 21 that receives data from an external
data network 11 and a system side 22 that transfers the
received data to memory allocated within the host com-
puting system 15 via an internal system bus.
[0106] The network side 21 of the network interface 20
depicted in Figure 2 includes a plurality of data ports 19.
Each data port 19 defines a data channel for the ex-
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change of network data between the network interface
control system 25 and an external data network. The data
ports 19 may be integrated with physical connectors
(such as the Small Form-Factor Modules depicted in Fig-
ure 2) or define a wireless data channel connection with
an external network.
[0107] The system side 22 of the network interface
generally designates a functional junction between the
network interface and the internal system bus (such as
a functional division within a shared microcontroller for
integrated applications). The functional junction defined
by the system side 22 of the interface may coincide with
a physical junction (such as a bus connector or wired
interface on a PCB). The system side 22 of the network
interface 20 depicted in Figure 2 coincides with a PCI
bus slot 23 of the host computing system motherboard
24. An interface control system 25 manages the transfer
of data from the network side 21 to the system side 22
of the network interface 20.
[0108] The interface 20 receives data from the network
11 in ’frames’. Typical Ethernet frames range in size be-
tween 64 bytes and 1518 bytes. Data parcels that are
greater than the maximum frame size are separated into
a plurality of frames before transmission to the data net-
work 11. The network interface transfers the frames re-
ceived from the network to shared memory within the
host computing system. This process is managed by the
host computing system in conventional receive proto-
cols.
[0109] The network interface 20 depicted in Figure 2
transfers received frames to a consolidated buffer in host
memory without intervention from the host computing
system. This reduces overheads for receive transactions
by eliminating several time intensive system interactions
(including pointer allocation and system read confirma-
tion message exchanges with the host computing sys-
tem).
[0110] The interface control system 25 manages frame
transfers from the network side 21 of the interface 20 to
a system bus within the host computing system 15 (such
as a PCI or PCI Express bus). The system bus transports
the frames to a receive buffer where the data is acces-
sible to software applications executing on the host com-
puting system processor.
[0111] The network interface driver allocates memory
within the host computing system 15 for the network in-
terface 20. The allocated memory is consolidated into a
buffer for frame transfers from the network interface 20
(the ’receive buffer’). The allocated memory addresses
typically define a range of continuous memory with suf-
ficient storage capacity for a plurality of data frames (the
receive buffer is typically at least an order of magnitude
larger than the size of data frames expected from the
network). The host computing system 15 allocates the
receive buffer in memory that is efficiently accessible by
the system processor to optimize data extraction.
[0112] The host computing system 15 may allocate
memory for several receive buffers that are each capable

of receiving a plurality of data frames. However, the total
number of receive buffers allocated by the host comput-
ing system 15 remains small relative to the number of
data frames the system expects to process. Independent
receive buffers are typically allocated for individual ports
within a multi-port network interface. A single network
interface port may distribute frames to more than one
receive buffer using programmable filters. Individual re-
ceive buffers may not be contiguous within host memory
(although the memory allocated to each buffer typically
is continuous).
[0113] The network interface receive buffers are typi-
cally allocated by a dedicated hardware driver during sys-
tem initiation (such as system startup or following an in-
itialization command). A schematic representation of da-
ta allocated within an exemplary receive buffer 30 is pre-
sented in Figure 3.
[0114] The network interface 20 divides the memory
allocated for each received buffer into a plurality of con-
secutive slots 31. An integrated buffer management mod-
ule 27 coordinates division of the allocated memory. The
buffer management module 27 creates a plurality of con-
secutive, individually addressable slots 31 within each
receive buffer. The slots 31 generated by the buffer man-
agement module 27 are typically homogeneous, with
identical storage capacity and uniform memory address
offsets. The storage capacity of the slots 31 is typically
between 32 bytes and 512 bytes.
[0115] The slots 31 enable the network interface 20 to
efficiently coordinate write operations to the consolidated
receive buffer 30 without intervention from the host com-
puting system. The illustrated network interface 20 uses
the allocated memory as a circular buffer, sequentially
writing to each of the designated slots 31 before reiniti-
ating the write sequence at a designated memory ad-
dress (typically coinciding with the first slot). The interface
control system 25 autonomously prescribes the alloca-
tion of data frames within the receive buffer 30 without
intervention from the host computing system (including
the interface driver executed by the host computing sys-
tem).
[0116] The illustrated interface control system 25 in-
corporates a write controller 26 that writes received data
frames to the receive buffer 30 using an open-loop write
protocol. The write controller 26 recursively overwrites
slots 31 within the receive buffer 30 following completion
of successive write loops. Data within the receive buffer
30 is overwritten without read confirmation (feedback that
the corresponding data has been processed) from the
host computing system. Eliminating this feedback from
the host system enables the network interface 20 to con-
secutively write data frames to memory without disrup-
tion, increasing the efficiency of data transfer.
[0117] The network interface 20 combines control data
33 with the network data 32 written to each slot 31 within
the receive buffer 30. The control data 33 is used by the
host computing system to manage data extraction from
the receive buffer 30. The illustrated control system 25
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incorporates a frame management module 28 that gen-
erates control data 33 for the network interface 20. The
control data 33 generated by the frame management
module 28 includes:

[0118] The frame management module 28 packages
control data 33 with network data 32 in advance of buffer
write operations. This allows the write controller 26 to
transfer the control data 33 to the receive buffer 30 in the
same bus transaction as the network data. The combined
data packages are transferred from the network interface
20 to the receive buffer 30 in discrete ’slots’.
[0119] The illustrated network interface produces 8
bytes (64 bits) of control data 33 for each slot 31 of the
receive buffer 30. One byte (eight bits) of control data 33
is allocated for expansion (the ’unused’ data field 37).
[0120] The control data 33 is written to individual slots
31 within the receive buffer 30 in a consolidated memory
transaction that includes the corresponding network da-
ta. This reduces the effective capacity of the slots 31 (the
memory available for network data). For example, a 128
byte slot can store 120 bytes of network data 32 and 8
bytes of control data 33. The proportion of control data
33 to network data 32 within a slot 31 increases for small-
er slot allocations.
[0121] Allocating the control data 33 within the same
slot as the corresponding network data 32 avoids ancil-
lary read/write operations that are typically incurred when
control data 33 is written to a separate register. The write
controller 26 typically writes the control data 33 to a re-
cipient slot in the same bus transaction as the network
data. This reduces the write operations needed to trans-
fer a frame to the host computing system. The illustrated
write controller 26 appends the control data 33 to the
network data 32 so that the control data 33 is written to
the end of a corresponding slot within the buffer. This
enables the host computing system to validate the buffer
write operation by performing a control data 33 check.
[0122] The frame management module 28 allocates 4
bytes (32 bits) of control data 33 for a system timestamp
34. The ’timestamp’ field 34 documents frame reception
times at the network interface 20 (typically used for net-
work analytics and diagnostics). The control system 25
derives the timestamp field 34 from an internal counter.
[0123] The illustrated frame management module 28
copies the value of the internal counter to the timestamp
field 34 when the first byte of a frame is received from
the external network. The same timestamp 34 is used
for each frame fragment when a frame is divided between
multiple slots 31 within the buffer (i.e. when the data
frame is larger than the slot size of the receive buffer 30).

Timestamp (34) : 32 bits
frame status (35) : 8 bits
length (36) : 8 bits
unused (37) : 8 bits
write iteration counter (38) : 8 bits

[0124] The frame status field 35 contains general sta-
tus information for received frames. The frame manage-
ment module 28 documents detected frame reception
errors in the ’frame status’ field 35. The frame status
codes generated by the illustrated control system 25 in-
clude:

0 - successful reception
1 - remote sender aborted transmission mid-frame
2 - frame integrity check failed
3 - internal memory overflow during frame reception

[0125] Received frames that exceed the storage ca-
pacity of the buffer slots 31 are divided into frame frag-
ments and distributed to multiple slots 31. The frame
management module 28 coordinates division and allo-
cation of large data frames within the buffer. The frag-
ments are typically allocated to consecutive slots 31 with-
in the receive buffer 30.
[0126] The frame management module 28 documents
the allocation of individual frames within the buffer using
the control data ’length’ field 36. The length field 36 de-
fines the relationship between consecutive slots 31 within
the buffer. A non-zero length field 36 indicates that the
frame terminates within the corresponding slot (the slot
contains the end of frame boundary that coincides with
the slot division. ’Zero’ entries in the length field 36 indi-
cate that the adjacent slots 31 contain fragments of the
same data frame. The host computing system uses the
length field 36 to reconstruct fragmented data frames.
[0127] The length field 36 for a frame contained within
a single slot 31 identifies the ’size’ (typically in bytes) of
the frame. Initial or intermediate fragments of a frame are
represented by ’zero’ entries in the length field 36. This
indicates that an additional fragment derived from the
same frame is stored in a following (successive) slot. The
’end’ fragment of a frame is assigned a length entry com-
mensurate with the fragment size (i.e. the space the frag-
ment occupies within the slot). The non-zero length entry
signals to the host computing system that all the frag-
ments for the frame have been extracted from the buffer
and the next slot contains a distinct frame.
[0128] The buffer management module 27 maintains
a ’generation’ counter for the receive buffer 30 in a ded-
icated register within the network interface 20. The gen-
eration counter documents the current write iteration for
the circular receive buffer 30. The buffer management
module 27 monotonically increments the generation
counter each time a write loop is completed (i.e. each
time the write controller 26 writes data to an end slot
within the circular buffer).
[0129] The frame management module 28 copies the
current value of the buffer generation counter to the ’write
iteration counter’ control data field 38 during write oper-
ations. Software executing on the host computing system
uses the write iteration counter 38 to synchronize read
operations from the receive buffer 30.
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Buffer access protocol

[0130] The host computing system monitors the re-
ceive buffer 30 for write updates from the network inter-
face and extracts new frames as they become available.
This process is independent of the network interface write
operations in latency sensitive applications. Extracting
network data from the receive buffer without intervention
from the network interface eliminates several time inten-
sive system interactions (used in conventional network
interface protocols to coordinate internal data exchang-
es). This allows the network interface to transfer data
frames to the host computing system with less overhead.
[0131] The host computing system incorporates a buff-
er access system that coordinates data extraction from
the receive buffer 30. A functional representation of a
buffer access system 40 is depicted in Figure 4. The il-
lustrated buffer access system 40 comprises a plurality
of functional modules. The respective modules may be
implemented by dedicated driver software or independ-
ent software applications executing on the host comput-
ing system 15.
[0132] The buffer access system 40 illustrated in Fig-
ure 4 incorporates a reference module 41 that evaluates
the status of the receive buffer 30 when a data extraction
process is initiated. The reference module 41 uses the
write iteration counter field 38 to determine the buffer
status. The write iteration counter 38 allocated within the
control data 33 of each slot 31 defines the write iteration
when data was last written to the corresponding slot. The
reference module 41 accesses a plurality of data slots
31 within the circular receive buffer 30 and evaluates the
write iteration counters 38 contained within the control
data 33. The buffer access system 40 uses the write it-
eration counters 38 from consecutive slots 31 to identify
the boundary between current and previous write itera-
tions.
[0133] A synchronization module 42 determines the
current write address for the circular buffer using the write
iteration counters 38 located by the reference module
41. The write address defines the next slot 31 within the
receive buffer 30 to be overwritten with data by the net-
work interface 20. The process implemented by the syn-
chronization module 42 to identify the buffer write ad-
dress is dependent on the format of the write iteration
counter field 38 used by the network interface. Identifi-
cation procedures for binary and integer write iteration
counter 38 formats are summarized later in this specifi-
cation.
[0134] The synchronization module 42 communicates
the write address to a write monitor 43. The write monitor
43 recurrently polls the write address to check for write
updates from the network interface. A write update is
detected when the control data 33 within the buffer slot
31 defined by the write address changes. The network
interface overwrites both network data 32 and control
data 33 during each write update. The write monitor 43
determines that a slot 31 has received a write update

when the write iteration counter field 38 for the monitored
slot changes.
[0135] An extraction module 44 retrieves data from the
slot 31 corresponding to the write address when the write
monitor 43 detects a write update. The extraction module
44 implements several data validation checks after data
is extracted from a slot 31. The validation checks include
reception verification (derived from the frame status field
35 of the control data 33), a data integrity evaluation (de-
rived from the integrity of control data 33 appended at
the end of each slot 31 during the write update) and an
extraction assessment.
[0136] The extraction module 44 checks the write iter-
ation counter field 38 of the buffer slot 31 following data
extraction to validate the extraction process. If the write
iteration counter field 38 has changed subsequent to de-
tection of the original write update identified by the write
monitor 43, the extraction module 44 generates a read
error. The read error indicates that the slot 31 may have
been overwritten by the network interface before data
was extracted (making the extracted data unreliable).
The recipient software application typically manages
read errors by issuing an auxiliary request for the data
lost frame.
[0137] Fragmented data frames are compiled by a
frame reconstruction module 45 following extraction from
the receive buffer 30. The frame reconstruction module
45 reads the length reference field 36 from extracted con-
trol data 33 following a write update and determines the
status of the corresponding network data. The data status
distinguishes frame fragments from complete data
frames and identifies the relationship between fragments
of the same data frame. The frame reconstruction module
45 combines network data 32 from consecutive slots 31
when the length reference field 36 indicates that the re-
spective slots 31 contain data from a single frame. The
network interface preserves the order of frame fragments
written to the receive buffer 30 so that the frame recon-
struction module can compile successive fragments di-
rectly from the buffer.
[0138] The network interface may use binary or integer
write iteration counters to document successive write it-
erations. Binary write iteration counters distinguish suc-
cessive write iterations with minimal memory consump-
tion. Integer write iteration counters (such as the 8 bit
write iteration counter assigned by frame management
module 28) are capable of maintaining an absolute write
iteration counter. The data type used for the write iteration
counter 38 influences the evaluation process implement-
ed by the synchronization module 42.

Write address: Binary write iteration counter

[0139] The value of a binary write iteration counter al-
ternates with consecutive buffer write loops. This allows
the synchronization module 42 to distinguish successive
write iterations, but can compromise data validation
checks performed by the extraction module 44. The syn-
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chronization module 42 can determine the write address
for a buffer by recursively comparing binary write iteration
counters from consecutive slots 31 within the buffer. The
buffer write address is located by identifying disparate
write iteration counters allocated in adjacent slots 31 of
the buffer.

Write address: Integer write iteration counter

[0140] Integer write iteration counters record accumu-
lated write iterations. This improves the accuracy of data
validation checks implemented by the extraction module
44 at the expense of greater memory usage. The network
interface 20 illustrated in Figure 2 maintains a generation
counter that is copied to the write iteration counter field
of individual slots 31 during data write operations.
[0141] The buffer access system 40 accommodates
integer write iteration counters by establishing an auxil-
iary read iteration counter. The read iteration counter is
compared with the control data 33 in consecutive buffer
slots 31 to identify the current write address for the re-
ceive buffer 30.
[0142] The reference module 41 illustrated in Figure 4
establishes a read iteration counter for the synchroniza-
tion module 42. The read iteration counter replicates the
buffer generation counter maintained by the buffer man-
agement module 27. The reference module 41 derives
the read iteration counter from control data 33 written to
a designated slot 31 within the receive buffer 30. This
avoids retrieving the generation counter directly from the
network interface.
[0143] The illustrated reference module 41 initializes
the read iteration counter with the write iteration counter
from the final slot of the receive buffer 30. The read iter-
ation counter is typically derived from an end slot of the
buffer. The write iteration counter in each end slot re-
mains unchanged for the duration of each write cycle as
the generation counter is only incremented at the con-
clusion of each write cycle (following a write operation to
the final buffer slot).
[0144] The reference module 41 transfers the read it-
eration counter to the synchronization module 42. The
synchronization module 42 compares the read iteration
counter to a plurality of write iteration counters assigned
to consecutive slots 31 within the circular buffer. The write
address for the buffer coincides with the first slot 31 (the
slot 31 closest to the start of the buffer) with a write iter-
ation counter that matches the read iteration counter (de-
rived from the end of the buffer).
[0145] The comparison process is coordinated using
a read pointer that cycles through successive slots 31
within the receive buffer 30. The buffer access system
40 typically initiates the read pointer at the first slot within
the receive buffer 30. The synchronization module 42
increments the read pointer by a defined offset (commen-
surate with a defined buffer slot size) until the write iter-
ation counter in the slot identified by the read pointer
matches the read iteration counter. The offset increments

are commensurate with the size of the buffer slots 31
allocated by the buffer management module 27. The syn-
chronization module 42 increments the read pointer to
align with successive slots 31 following detected write
updates.

Reception alert protocol for latency insensitive data

[0146] The network interface 20 illustrated in Figure 2
may implement an alert protocol for reception of latency
insensitive network data. The reception alert protocol re-
duces monitoring overheads on the host computing sys-
tem.
[0147] The alert protocol is initiated by a reservation
module (not shown in the drawings) that interfaces with
software applications executing on the host computing
system. The software applications identify network ex-
changes that are latency insensitive and communicate
network data designations to the reservation module.
The reservation module temporarily deactivates the poll-
ing function of the write monitor 43 for network data at-
tributable to these exchanges and initiates the network
interface alert protocol. This alleviates load on the host
computing system processor.
[0148] The reservation module may also maintain con-
figurable latency designations for individual software ap-
plications that enable global prioritization of latency crit-
ical software. A software interface (typically provided by
the network interface driver) facilitates configuration of
latency designations for individual software applications.
[0149] The reservation module initializes a reporting
engine integrated with the network interface control sys-
tem 25 concurrently with deactivation of the write monitor
43. The reporting engine generates a system interrupt
when data is written to the receive buffer. The interrupt
notifies the reservation module that new data is available
within the receive buffer.
[0150] Reception alert compatible network interfaces
incorporate a dedicated threshold register that the res-
ervation module uses to initialize the alert protocol. The
reservation module writes a slot address to the threshold
register to activate the reporting engine. The slot address
identifies a slot within the receive buffer for the reporting
engine to monitor (typically the slot defined by the current
buffer write address). The reporting engine interfaces
with the write controller 26 and generates a notification
interrupt when the slot identified by the slot address re-
ceives a write update.
[0151] The slot address written to the threshold register
is typically an integer reference that identifies a slot offset
within the receive buffer. The reporting engine compares
the slot address in the threshold register with the write
address maintained by the write controller 26 and gen-
erates a system interrupt when the write address is equal
or exceeds the slot address.
[0152] Writing an absolute slot reference (such as the
slot address) to the threshold register compensates for
concurrent write operations by the write controller 26 and
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reservation module. Concurrent write operations occur
when the reservation module writes to the threshold reg-
ister concurrently with (or fractionally after) a write update
to the current write address. The reporting engine detects
a concurrent write update by identifying that the write
controller sequence number exceeds the slot address
written to the threshold register. This is not possible with
binary activation of the reporting engine.

Transmission of data to external networks

[0153] Most network interfaces use bus mastering or
programmed input/output (programmed I/O) protocols to
coordinate internal data transfers with a host computing
system. Both protocols are implemented using standard-
ized internal system buses.
[0154] Early network interfaces implemented pro-
grammed input/output protocols (programmed I/O) to
communicate with host computing system processors.
The programmed I/O protocol facilitates low bandwidth
host controlled communications via an internal system
bus (such as parallel ATA bus). Outgoing network data
is ’pushed’ to the network interface in small packages
(usually 16 bit or 32 bit) by writing to I/O address space
within the host computing system. The host computing
system processor performs the I/O writes at high frequen-
cies. This can consume resources and create overheads
for the host computing system, including excessive sys-
tem bus bandwidth consumption and disproportionate
processor loading. These limitations are largely ad-
dressed by bus mastering protocols.
[0155] Most conventional network interfaces use bus
mastering protocols to coordinate outgoing network data
(data being sent from the host computing system to an
external network). Bus mastering enables the network
interface to manage bus transactions and move outgoing
network data within the host computing system with min-
imal overheads for the host computing system processor.
[0156] Software executing on the host computing sys-
tem initiates the transfer process by notifying the network
interface of new outgoing network data. Notifications are
sent from the processor to the network interface using
an internal system bus. The network interface then au-
tonomously retrieves the corresponding data from host
memory. This involves issuing a read request to the host
memory and receiving the outgoing network data (both
exchanges use the system bus).
[0157] Embodiments of the transmission protocol de-
scribed in this section enable the host computing system
processor to write outgoing network data directly to a
transmission buffer within network interface memory.
This is facilitated by mapping the transmission buffer to
the memory hierarchy of the host computing system.
Writes to the transmission buffer are released in bursts
to avoid several inefficiencies associated with pro-
grammed I/O protocols. This is facilitated by collecting
outgoing network data in a write-combine buffer (typically
allocated within the host computing system processor)

before releasing the data to directly addressable memory
within the network interface (the transmission buffer).
[0158] The disclosed transmission protocol eliminates
several data management exchanges between the host
processor and network interface that are used in bus
mastering to coordinate internal data transfers. The elim-
inated exchanges include:

• read requests from the network interface to host
memory retrieving the new data, and

• transmission of the new data from the host comput-
ing system memory to the network interface.

[0159] This improves the latency performance of the
disclosed network interface as the eliminated exchanges
have to be performed before data is transferred to the
network interface using bus mastering protocols.
[0160] A functional representation of a data transmis-
sion system 50 is depicted in Figure 4. The illustrated
data transmission system 50 includes a memory man-
agement module 51 that supervises a transmission buffer
29 within dedicated network interface memory. The
transmission buffer typically has between 4 kilobytes and
2 megabytes of storage capacity (although larger storage
capacities may be used). The network interface 20 de-
picted in Figure 2 may be supplied with a 16 kilobyte, 32
kilobyte or 64 kilobyte transmission buffer 29.
[0161] The memory management module 51 maps the
dedicated network interface memory to a local memory
hierarchy 61 within a host computing system 15. This
makes the mapped memory (corresponding to the trans-
mission buffer 29) directly addressable by the host com-
puting system processor. The memory management
module 51 also enables write-combining for the mapped
memory (this is achieve by setting a ’prefetchable’ at-
tribute in PCI bus applications). A schematic represen-
tation of data allocated within the mapped memory 61 is
presented in Figure 5.
[0162] The transmission system 50 incorporates a
write controller 52 that coordinates data writes to the net-
work interface 20. The write controller 52 writes outgoing
network data 74 to the mapped memory 55 (transmission
buffer 29) using an internal system bus. The outgoing
network data 74 is written to the transmission buffer 29
without intervention from the network interface 20. The
write controller collects outgoing network data 74 within
a write-combine buffer allocated in the host computing
system processor before writing to the network interface.
This allows the outgoing network data 74 to be written to
the transmission buffer 29 in bursts (instead of small bit
packages).
[0163] The write controller 52 typically writes outgoing
network data 74 to the transmission buffer 29 in data
frames that are packaged for transmission to an external
network. This allows the network interface 20 to extract
outgoing network data 74 from the transmission buffer
20 and transmit the data with minimal additional process-
ing. The data frames may be combined with control data
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73 that facilitates the extraction of individual frames from
the transmission buffer 29.
[0164] The transmission system 50 illustrated in Figure
4 incorporates a control module 53 that combines control
data 73 with the data frames written to the transmission
buffer 29. The control module 53 prepends control data
73 to each data frame before the respective frames are
transferred to the network interface 20 by the write con-
troller 52. The write controller 52 writes the control data
73 to the transmission buffer 29 in the same transaction
as the corresponding data frames. The control data 73
is usually prefixed to a corresponding data frame and
stored with the outgoing network data 74 in a transmis-
sion buffer. The control data 73 generated by the control
module 53 illustrated in Figure 4 includes:

[0165] The control module 53 generates 8 bytes (64
bits) of control data for each data frame. Two bytes (six-
teen bits) of control data is allocated for expansion (the
’unused’ data field 79).
[0166] The control data 73 generated by the control
module 53 includes feedback descriptors that enable the
network interface to report frame transmissions and a
length field that defines the size of a corresponding data
frame within the transmission buffer 29. The control data
73 prepended to each frame is standardized.
[0167] The control module 53 initiates transmission of
data frames to an external network by writing frame ref-
erences to a separate control register 62 within the net-
work interface 20. The frame references define the loca-
tion of corresponding data frames within the dedicated
buffer memory. The control module 53 typically specifies
the frame reference as an offset within the dedicated
memory buffer 29.
[0168] A transmission engine that is integrated with the
network interface (not shown in the drawings) extracts
individual data frames from the buffer 29 for transmission
to an external network. The frame reference and frame
length 78 fields define the bounds of the corresponding
data frames within the dedicated memory buffer. The
transmission engine uses these fields to extract the frame
from the transmission buffer 29.
[0169] The transmission engine initiates the extraction
process by initializing a frame pointer with a buffer mem-
ory address defined by the frame reference. The frame
pointer typically coincides with the control data 73 pre-
fixed to a corresponding data frame. The transmission
engine reads the frame length 78 contained in the control
data 73 for the frame and determines an end address for
the frame.
[0170] The network interface 20 transmits the frames
extracted from the transmission buffer 29 to an external

frame identifier (76) : 16 bits
feedback offset (77) : 16 bits
frame length (78) : 16 bits
unused (79) : 16 bits

network. A confirmation message can be sent to the host
computing system following transmission if requested by
the source software application. A notification engine (not
shown in the drawings) manages confirmation messag-
ing using the feedback descriptors contained in the con-
trol data 73 for a corresponding frame. The notification
engine extracts the feedback descriptors from the dedi-
cated network interface memory in the same transaction
as the corresponding data frame. The feedback descrip-
tors are defined by the software application that gener-
ated the frame.
[0171] The notification engine writes a ’frame identifier’
76 extracted from the dedicated network interface mem-
ory to an allocated feedback register within host comput-
ing system memory to report frame transmissions. The
feedback register is defined by the ’feedback offset’ field
77 incorporated in the control data 73. This typically rep-
resents an offset within a feedback array 54 (maintained
in host computing system memory) that the software ap-
plication monitors for write confirmation. A software ap-
plication can decline confirmation messages by setting
defined bits within the ’feedback offset’ field 77. An ex-
emplary embodiment of the transmission protocol (in-
cluding the feedback process) is depicted in the flow chart
presented in Figure 6.
[0172] The specific protocols used by the write control-
ler 52 and memory management module 51 to implement
the transmission process are dependent on the system
bus that conveys data between the host processor and
network interface. An implementation using the PCI bus
standard is briefly explained in this section. The trans-
mission process may also be implemented using other
system bus standards.
[0173] The memory management module 51 maps the
dedicated interface memory for the transmission buffer
to a dedicated base address register (BAR) within the
host computing system memory hierarchy 61 (such as
base address register two 72 for PCI bus implementa-
tions). This allows the write controller 52 to use write-
combining for the mapped memory 55. The memory
management module 51 also enables write combining
for the mapped memory 55. The control registers 62 used
to initiate frame transmission are mapped separately to
I/O space (typically base address register zero 60) by
the memory management module 51.

Forwarding network data within the network inter-
face

[0174] The network interface 20 depicted in Figure 2
is capable of implementing several data forwarding func-
tions that are conventionally performed by specialized
network switching equipment. The network interface 20
accommodates the additional forwarding functions by
transferring network data internally between ports. This
avoids latency that is introduced in conventional applica-
tions by forwarding network data to an intermediary
switch.
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[0175] The network side 21 of the network interface 20
includes a plurality of data ports. The data ports may be
integrated with hardware connectors that form a physical
connection with compatible physical media (such as
Small Form-Factor Pluggable Modules) as illustrated in
Figure 2. Each data port defines a data channel for the
exchange of network data between the network interface
control system 25 and the external data network. The
network interface 20 may also incorporate wireless data
ports (not illustrated) that define a wireless data channel
connection with an external network.
[0176] The network interface control system 25 can
facilitate data logging by copying network data ex-
changed with individual data ports to a logging port. The
copied network data is packaged into a consolidated data
stream for transmission to an external logging system.
The network interface control system facilitates the log-
ging process without intervention from a host computing
system.
[0177] Logging enabled embodiments of the network
interface control system 25 incorporate a logging module
85 that coordinates data logging within the network in-
terface 20. The logging module 85 replicates network
data from individual data channels (defined by the net-
work interface ports) and transfers the replicated data to
a designated logging port. A logging unit combines rep-
licated data from a plurality of data ports for transmission
to an external logging system. The logging unit generates
a consolidated logging data stream that is transmitted to
an external data network via the logging port.
[0178] The logging module 85 includes a logging inter-
face that facilitates dynamic logging reconfiguration. The
logging interface has a plurality of control registers that
designate data channels for logging (replication and
transmission to a remote logging server). The control reg-
isters may be dynamically set by a system administrator
to enable/disable logging for individual ports.
[0179] The logging module may facilitate independent
logging for separate data streams within a data channel
(including send and receive streams). Independent data
stream logging is coordinated by a logging controller. The
logging controller separates individual data streams from
a single data channel and forwards designated streams
independently to the logging unit. The logging interface
may facilitate data stream logging by allocating dedicated
control registers for individual streams within a data chan-
nel.
[0180] A block diagram 80 depicting independent log-
ging for send and receive data streams within several
data channels is depicted in Figure 7. Each data port is
represented by a receive engine 81 and a transmit engine
82 which propagate the receive 87 and send 88 data
streams respectively. Each data stream is replicated and
copied to a logging module 85.
[0181] A dedicated logging unit (not shown in the draw-
ings) combines data frames from the individual data
streams into a consolidated logging stream 90 for trans-
mission from the network interface (via logging port trans-

mit engine 83). The individual data streams incorporated
in the consolidated logging stream 90 are selected by
the forwarding module 85 using dynamically configurable
control registers.
[0182] The logging port depicted in Figure 7 manages
regular network communications in addition to the log-
ging stream 90 generated by the logging module 85. A
multiplexer 84 transfers the outgoing network data from
the logging port send stream 89 and logging stream 90
to the logging port transmit engine 83. The multiplexer
84 may be integrated with the logging unit in some em-
bodiments.
[0183] The logging port send 89 and receive streams
86 are replicated and transferred to the logging module
85 for inclusion in the logging stream 90 with data streams
from other data ports.
[0184] The network interface control system 25 may
facilitate data forwarding between ports of the network
interface 20. Data forwarding is facilitated by transferring
received data from a designated port (the ’forwarding
port’) to another port of the network interface (the ’desti-
nation port’). The illustrated network interface 20 auton-
omously forwards data received at the forwarding port
without intervention from a host computing system. This
allows the data to be transferred between ports within
the network interface 20.
[0185] Forwarding enabled network interface control
systems include a forwarding module that receives data
directly from the forwarding port and transfers the re-
ceived data to an external data network via another data
port (the destination port). The forwarding module can
transfer the received network data autonomously, with-
out intervention from the host computing system. This
avoids latency associated with transferring data to the
host computing system operating system.
[0186] The filtering module can filter network data re-
ceived at the forwarding port, selectively forwarding data
that is not addressed to the host computing system. A
filtering engine (usually integrated with the forwarding
module) reads the destination address of data received
at the forwarding port. The destination address is typically
defined in metadata accompanying the network (such as
a packet header). The filtering module retains data with
a destination address that matches the address of the
host computing system.
[0187] A forwarding interface facilitates configuration
of the forwarding module (including activation of the fil-
tering engine). The forwarding interface has a control reg-
ister that disables data forwarding between two ports
when set by a system administrator.
[0188] The forwarding function of the network interface
allows computing systems to share a common network
connection without using an external network switch or
optical splitter.
[0189] An exemplary port forwarding implementation
91 is depicted in Figure 8. The depicted implementation
91 has a symmetrical port forwarding configuration with
linked data ports that reciprocally exchange received da-
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ta. Both data ports comprise dedicated receive 92 and
transmit 93 engines that facilitate communication with
external networks.
[0190] Incoming network data frames are received by
the receive engines 92. The respective ports transfer all
the frames received at the receive engines 92 to a filter
engine 97. Each receive engine 92 has a dedicated fil-
tering engine 96 in the illustrated embodiment.
[0191] The filtering engines 97 read a destination ad-
dress from each of the received data frames. Data frames
with a destination address that matches the address of
the host computing system are redirected to the network
interface control system for dissemination to a receive
buffer. Data frames with a destination address that does
not match the address of the host computing system are
designated for retransmission to an external network.
[0192] The filtering engine may distribute data frames
from the forwarding port to multiple destinations (typically
the destination port and the host computing system). This
enables the filtering engine to redirect data frames to the
network interface control system 25 when the destination
address does not match the address of the host comput-
ing system (useful for logging and applications). The data
distribution criteria adopted by the filtering engine are
typically defined using the forwarding interface.
[0193] The filtering engine may select a subset of data
frames received at the forwarding port for distribution to
multiple destinations. This is often used to manage un-
solicited data (such as broadcast and multicast frames).
The filtering engine may also indiscriminately distribute
data frames received at the forwarding port when set to
a promiscuous mode.
[0194] The filtering engine 97 transfers a filtered data
stream (the frames with addresses that are different to
the address of the host computing system) to the transmit
engine 95 of the linked destination data port. A multiplex-
er 96 combines the filtered data stream with outgoing
network data from the host computing system.
[0195] The port forwarding implementation depicted in
Figure 8 enables a ’master’ computing system to share
a network connection with a ’slave’ computing system
without an auxiliary network switch. The illustrated im-
plementation defines the port forwarding configuration
for the ’master’ computing system (the computing system
with a direct connection the external network).
[0196] In the claims which follow and in the preceding
description of the invention, except where the context
requires otherwise due to express language or necessary
implication, the word "comprise" or variations such as
"comprises" or "comprising" is used in an inclusive sense,
i.e. to specify the presence of the stated features but not
to preclude the presence or addition of further features
in various embodiments of the invention.

Claims

1. A data reception process comprising:

receiving a plurality of data frames from an ex-
ternal network via a network interface (20), and
transferring each of the data frames from the
network interface (20) to a receive buffer (30)
allocated within memory of a host computing
system (15) via an internal system bus,
the network interface (20) autonomously allo-
cating a location in the receive buffer (30) for the
data frames without intervention from the host
computing system (15) and transferring each of
the received data frames from the network in-
terface (20) to the receive buffer (30) using an
open-loop write protocol that writes data frames
to the receive buffer (30) without receiving con-
firmation that data in the receive buffer (30) has
been processed; and
writing the received data frames successively to
a continuous memory range within the receive
buffer (30).

2. The process of claim 1 comprising allocating the re-
ceive buffer (30) within continuous memory that has
storage capacity for a plurality of data frames.

3. The process of claim 2 comprising dividing the allo-
cated memory into a plurality of consecutive individ-
ually addressable slots (31) with homogeneous stor-
age capacity.

4. The process of claim 3 comprising writing received
data frames consecutively to each of the slots (31)
within the receive buffer (30).

5. The process of claim 4 comprising recursively over-
writing the receive buffer (30) without read confirma-
tion from the host computing system (15).

6. The process of any one of claims 3 to 5 comprising
fragmenting received data frames that exceed the
storage capacity of the slots (31) and allocating the
frame fragments to a plurality of consecutive slots
(31) within the receive buffer (30).

7. A network interface (20) comprising:

a network side (21) that receives a plurality of
data frames from an external data network,
a host side that transfers the data frames to a
receive buffer (30) allocated within memory of a
host computing system (15) via the hosts inter-
nal system bus, and
a control system (25) that autonomously allo-
cates a location in the receive buffer (30) for the
data frames within the receive buffer (30) without
intervention from the host computing system
(15);
a write controller (26) configured to transfer each
of the received data frames to the receive buffer
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(30) using an open-loop write protocol that writes
frames to the receive buffer (30) without receiv-
ing confirmation that data in the receive buffer
(30) has been processed, the write controller
(26) further being configured to write the data
frames successively to a continuous memory
range within the receive buffer (30).

8. The network interface (20) of claim 7 comprising a
buffer management module (27) that allocates a plu-
rality of consecutive individually addressable slots
(31) with homogeneous storage capacity within con-
tinuous memory allocated to the receive buffer (30).

9. The network interface (20) of claim 8 comprising a
write controller (26) that transfers received data
frames consecutively to each of the slots (31) within
the receive buffer (30).

10. The network interface (20) of claim 9 wherein the
write controller (26) recursively overwrites the re-
ceive buffer (30) without read confirmation from the
host computing system (15).

11. The network interface (20) of claim 9 or claim 10
comprising a frame management module (28) that
fragments received data frames that exceed the stor-
age capacity of the slots (31) and allocates the frame
fragments to a plurality of consecutive slots (31) with-
in the receive buffer (30).

12. A process comprising the data reception process of
any of claims 1 to 6 and a buffer access protocol
comprising the steps of:

accessing a plurality of data slots (31) within a
circular buffer and reading a write iteration coun-
ter (38) from each of the accessed slots (31),
the write iteration counter (38) defining a write
iteration when data was last written to the re-
spective slot (31),
determining a write address for the circular buff-
er that defines the next slot (31) to be overwritten
with data, the write address being defined by a
transition in the write iteration counter (38) as-
signed to adjacent slots (31), and
recurrently polling the write address to detect a
write update, the write update being determined
from a change in the write iteration counter (38)
for the corresponding slot (31).

13. A process according to claim 12 further comprising:

copying a write iteration counter (38) from a des-
ignated slot (31) within the circular buffer and
establishing a read iteration counter from the
copied write iteration counter (38), and
comparing the read iteration counter to a plural-

ity of write iteration counters (38) assigned to
consecutive slots (31) within the circular buffer
to identify the write address.

14. A system comprising a network interface (20) of any
of claims 7 to 11 and a buffer access system com-
prising:

a reference module (41) that accesses a plurality
of data slots (31) within a circular buffer and eval-
uates a write iteration counter (38) from each of
the accessed slots (31), the write iteration coun-
ter (38) defining a write iteration when data was
last written to the respective slots (31),
a synchronization module (42) that determines
a write address for the circular buffer, the write
address defining the next slot (31) to be over-
written with data, and
a write monitor (43) that recurrently polls the
write address to detect a write update, the write
update being determined from a change in the
write iteration counter (38) for the corresponding
slot (31).

15. The system of claim 14 wherein:

the reference module (41) copies a write itera-
tion counter (38) from a designated slot (31)
within the circular buffer and establishing a read
iteration counter from the copied write iteration
counter (38), and
the synchronization module (42) compares the
read iteration counter to a plurality of write iter-
ation counters (38) assigned to consecutive
slots (31) within the circular buffer to identify the
write address.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenempfangsverfahren, umfassend:

Empfangen von mehreren Datenrahmen von ei-
nem externen Netzwerk mittels einer Netzwerk-
schnittstelle (20) und
Übertragen von jedem der Datenrahmen von
der Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) an einen Emp-
fangspuffer (30), der innerhalb eines Speichers
eines Host-Datenverarbeitungssystems (15)
zugewiesen ist, mittels eines internen System-
busses,
wobei die Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) eine Spei-
cherstelle in dem Empfangspuffer (30) für die
Datenrahmen ohne Eingreifen durch das Host-
Datenverarbeitungssystem (15) autonom zu-
weist und jeden der empfangenen Datenrah-
men von der Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) an den
Empfangspuffer (30) unter Verwendung eines
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offenen Schreibprotokolls überträgt, das Daten-
rahmen in den Empfangspuffer (30) ohne Emp-
fangen einer Bestätigung, dass Daten in dem
Empfangspuffer (30) verarbeitet wurden,
schreibt; und
sukzessives Schreiben der empfangenen Da-
tenrahmen in einen zusammenhängenden
Speicherbereich innerhalb des Empfangspuf-
fers (30).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, umfassend ein Zuwei-
sen des Empfangspuffers (30) innerhalb eines zu-
sammenhängenden Speichers, der Speicherkapa-
zität für mehrere Datenrahmen aufweist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, umfassend ein Auftei-
len des zugewiesenen Speichers in mehrere fortlau-
fende, einzeln adressierbare Plätze (31) mit homo-
gener Speicherkapazität.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, umfassend ein fortlau-
fendes Schreiben von empfangenen Datenrahmen
in jeden der Plätze (31) innerhalb des Empfangspuf-
fers (30).

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, umfassend ein rekursi-
ves Überschreiben des Empfangspuffers (30) ohne
Lesebestätigung von dem Host-Datenverarbei-
tungssystem (15).

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, um-
fassend ein Fragmentieren von empfangenen Da-
tenrahmen, die die Speicherkapazität der Plätze (31)
übersteigen, und Zuweisen der Rahmenfragmente
an mehrere fortlaufende Plätze (31) innerhalb des
Empfangspuffers (30).

7. Netzwerkschnittstelle (20), umfassend:

eine Netzwerk-Seite (21), die mehrere Daten-
rahmen von einem externen Datennetzwerk
empfängt,
eine Host-Seite, die die Datenrahmen an einen
Empfangspuffer (30), der innerhalb eines Spei-
chers eines Host-Datenverarbeitungssystems
(15) zugewiesen ist, mittels des internen Sys-
tembusses des Hosts überträgt, und
ein Steuersystem (25), das eine Speicherstelle
in dem Empfangspuffer (30) für die Datenrah-
men innerhalb des Empfangspuffers (30) ohne
Eingreifen durch das Host-Datenverarbeitungs-
system (15) autonom zuweist;
einen Schreib-Controller (26), der dazu konfigu-
riert ist, jeden der empfangenen Datenrahmen
an den Empfangspuffer (30) unter Verwendung
eines offenen Schreibprotokolls zu übertragen,
das Datenrahmen in den Empfangspuffer (30)
ohne Empfangen einer Bestätigung, dass Daten

in dem Empfangspuffer (30) verarbeitet wurden,
schreibt, wobei der Schreib-Controller (26) wei-
terhin dazu konfiguriert ist, die Datenrahmen
sukzessiv in einen zusammenhängenden
Speicherbereich innerhalb des Empfangspuf-
fers (30) zu schreiben.

8. Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) nach Anspruch 7, umfas-
send ein Pufferverwaltungsmodul (27), das mehrere
fortlaufende, einzeln adressierbare Plätze (31) mit
homogener Speicherkapazität innerhalb eines zu-
sammenhängenden Speichers, der dem Empfangs-
puffer (30) zugewiesen ist, zuweist.

9. Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) nach Anspruch 8, umfas-
send einen Schreib-Controller (26), der empfangene
Datenrahmen fortlaufend in jeden der Plätze (31) in-
nerhalb des Empfangspuffers (30) überträgt.

10. Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) nach Anspruch 9, wobei
der Schreib-Controller (26) den Empfangspuffer (30)
ohne Lesebestätigung von dem Host-Datenverar-
beitungssystem (15) rekursiv überschreibt.

11. Netzwerkschnittstelle (20) nach Anspruch 9 oder 10,
umfassend ein Rahmenverwaltungsmodul (28), das
empfangene Datenrahmen, die die Speicherkapazi-
tät der Plätze (31) übersteigen, fragmentiert und die
Rahmenfragmente an mehrere fortlaufende Plätze
(31) innerhalb des Empfangspuffers (30) zuweist.

12. Verfahren, umfassend das Datenempfangsverfah-
ren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6 und ein Puf-
ferzugriffsprotokoll, umfassend die Schritte:

Zugreifen auf mehrere Datenplätze (31) inner-
halb eines Ringpuffers und Schreiben eines
Schreibiterationszählers (38) von jedem der zu-
gegriffenen Plätze (31), wobei der Schreibitera-
tionszähler (38) eine Schreibiteration definiert,
wann Daten zuletzt in den jeweiligen Platz (31)
geschrieben wurden,
Bestimmen einer Schreibadresse für den Ring-
puffer, die den nächsten Platz (31) definiert, der
mit Daten überschrieben werden soll, wobei die
Schreibadresse durch einen Übergang in dem
Schreibiterationszähler (38) definiert wird, der
benachbarten Plätzen (31) zugeteilt ist, und
periodisches Abfragen der Schreibadresse, um
ein Schreib-Update zu erfassen, wobei das
Schreib-Update aus einer Veränderung in dem
Schreibiterationszähler (38) für den entspre-
chenden Platz (31) bestimmt wird.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, weiterhin umfassend:

Kopieren eines Schreibiterationszählers (38)
aus einem bezeichneten Platz (31) innerhalb
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des Ringpuffers und Erstellen eines Leseitera-
tionszählers aus dem kopierten Schreibiterati-
onszähler (38) und
Vergleichen des Leseiterationszählers mit meh-
reren Schreibiterationszählern (38), die fortlau-
fenden Plätzen (31) innerhalb des Ringpuffers
zugeteilt sind, um die Schreibadresse zu iden-
tifizieren.

14. System, umfassend eine Netzwerkschnittstelle (20)
nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 11 und ein Puffer-
zugriffssystem, umfassend:

ein Referenzmodul (41), das auf mehrere Da-
tenplätze (31) innerhalb eines Ringpuffers zu-
greift und einen Schreibiterationszähler (38) von
jedem der zugegriffenen Plätze (31) auswertet,
wobei der Schreibiterationszähler (38) eine
Schreibiteration definiert, wann Daten zuletzt in
die jeweiligen Plätze (31) geschrieben wurden,
ein Synchronisierungsmodul (42), das eine
Schreibadresse für den Ringpuffer bestimmt,
wobei die Schreibadresse den nächsten Platz
(31) definiert, der mit Daten überschrieben wer-
den soll, und
einen Schreibmonitor (43), der die Schreiba-
dresse periodisch abfragt, um ein Schreib-Up-
date zu erfassen, wobei das Schreib-Update
aus einer Veränderung in dem Schreibiterati-
onszähler (38) für den entsprechenden Platz
(31) bestimmt wird.

15. System nach Anspruch 14, wobei:

das Referenzmodul (41) einen Schreibiterati-
onszähler (38) aus einem bezeichneten Platz
(31) innerhalb des Ringpuffers kopiert und einen
Leseiterationszähler aus dem kopierten Schrei-
biterationszähler (38) erstellt, und
das Synchronisierungsmodul (42) den Leseite-
rationszähler mit mehreren Schreibiterations-
zählern (38), die fortlaufenden Plätzen (31) in-
nerhalb des Ringpuffers zugeteilt sind, ver-
gleicht, um die Schreibadresse zu identifizieren.

Revendications

1. Procédé de réception de données comprenant de :

recevoir une pluralité de trames de données à
partir d’un réseau externe via une interface ré-
seau (20), et
transférer chacune des trames de données à
partir de l’interface réseau (20) vers un tampon
de réception (30) alloué dans la mémoire d’un
système informatique hôte (15) via un bus sys-
tème interne,

l’interface réseau (20) allouant de manière auto-
nome un emplacement dans le tampon de ré-
ception (30) pour les trames de données sans
intervention du système informatique hôte (15)
et transférant chacune des trames de données
reçues à partir de l’interface réseau (20) vers le
tampon de réception (30) en utilisant un proto-
cole d’écriture en boucle ouverte qui écrit des
trames de données dans le tampon de réception
(30) sans recevoir de confirmation que les don-
nées dans le tampon de réception (30) ont été
traitées; et
écrire les trames de données reçues successi-
vement dans une plage de mémoire continue
dans le tampon de réception (30).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant l’al-
location du tampon de réception (30) dans une mé-
moire continue qui a une capacité de stockage pour
une pluralité de trames de données.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant la di-
vision de la mémoire allouée en une pluralité de tran-
ches consécutives adressables individuellement
(31) avec une capacité de stockage homogène.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant l’écri-
ture de trames de données reçues consécutivement
dans chacune des tranches (31) dans le tampon de
réception (30).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comprenant l’écra-
sement récursif du tampon de réception (30) sans
confirmation de lecture du système informatique hô-
te (15).

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
3 à 5, comprenant la fragmentation de trames de
données reçues qui dépassent la capacité de stoc-
kage des tranches (31) et l’allocation des fragments
de trames à une pluralité de tranches consécutives
(31) dans le tampon de réception (30).

7. Interface réseau (20) comprenant :

un côté réseau (21) qui reçoit une pluralité de
trames de données à partir d’un réseau de don-
nées externe,
un côté hôte qui transfère les trames de données
vers un tampon de réception (30) alloué dans la
mémoire d’un système informatique hôte (15)
via le bus système interne de l’hôte, et
un système de commande (25) qui alloue de
manière autonome un emplacement dans le
tampon de réception (30) pour les trames de
données dans le tampon de réception (30) sans
intervention du système informatique hôte (15);
un contrôleur d’écriture (26) configuré pour
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transférer chacune des trames de données re-
çues vers le tampon de réception (30) en utili-
sant un protocole d’écriture en boucle ouverte
qui écrit des trames dans le tampon de réception
(30) sans recevoir de confirmation que les don-
nées dans le tampon de réception (30) ont été
traitées, le contrôleur d’écriture (26) étant en
outre configuré pour écrire les trames de don-
nées successivement dans une plage de mé-
moire continue dans le tampon de réception
(30).

8. Interface réseau (20) selon la revendication 7, com-
prenant un module de gestion de tampon (27) qui
alloue une pluralité de tranches consécutives adres-
sables individuellement (31) avec une capacité de
stockage homogène dans la mémoire continue al-
louée au tampon de réception (30).

9. Interface réseau (20) selon la revendication 8, com-
prenant un contrôleur d’écriture (26) qui transfère
des trames de données reçues consécutivement
vers chacune des tranches (31) dans le tampon de
réception (30).

10. Interface réseau (20) selon la revendication 9, dans
laquelle le contrôleur d’écriture (26) écrase récursi-
vement le tampon de réception (30) sans confirma-
tion de lecture du système informatique hôte (15).

11. Interface réseau (20) selon la revendication 9 ou la
revendication 10, comprenant un module de gestion
de trames (28) qui fragmente des trames de données
reçues qui dépassent la capacité de stockage des
tranches (31) et alloue les fragments de trames à
une pluralité de tranches consécutives (31) dans le
tampon de réception (30).

12. Procédé comprenant le procédé de réception de
données selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 6 et un protocole d’accès de tampon comprenant
les étapes consistant à :

accéder à une pluralité de tranches de données
(31) dans un tampon circulaire et lire un comp-
teur d’itérations d’écriture (38) de chacune des
tranches accédées (31), le compteur d’itérations
d’écriture (38) définissant une itération d’écritu-
re lorsque des données ont été écrites pour la
dernière fois dans la tranche respective (31),
déterminer une adresse d’écriture pour le tam-
pon circulaire qui définit la tranche suivante (31)
à écraser avec des données, l’adresse d’écritu-
re étant définie par une transition dans le comp-
teur d’itérations d’écriture (38) affecté à des tran-
ches adjacentes (31), et
interroger de manière récurrente l’adresse
d’écriture pour détecter une mise à jour d’écri-

ture, la mise à jour d’écriture étant déterminée
à partir d’un changement dans le compteur d’ité-
rations d’écriture (38) pour la tranche correspon-
dante (31).

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, comprenant en
outre de :

copier un compteur d’itérations d’écriture (38)
d’une tranche désignée (31) dans le tampon cir-
culaire et établir un compteur d’itérations de lec-
ture à partir du compteur d’itérations d’écriture
copié (38), et
comparer le compteur d’itérations de lecture à
une pluralité de compteurs d’itérations d’écriture
(38) affectés à des tranches consécutives (31)
dans le tampon circulaire pour identifier l’adres-
se d’écriture.

14. Système comprenant une interface réseau (20) se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 7 à 11 et
un système d’accès de tampon comprenant :

un module de référence (41) qui accède à une
pluralité de tranches de données (31) dans un
tampon circulaire et évalue un compteur d’ité-
rations d’écriture (38) de chacune des tranches
accédées (31), le compteur d’itérations d’écritu-
re (38) définissant une itération d’écriture lors-
que des données ont été écrites pour la dernière
fois dans les tranches respectives (31),
un module de synchronisation (42) qui détermi-
ne une adresse d’écriture pour le tampon circu-
laire, l’adresse d’écriture définissant la tranche
suivante (31) à écraser avec des données, et
un moniteur d’écriture (43) qui interroge de ma-
nière récurrente l’adresse d’écriture pour détec-
ter une mise à jour d’écriture, la mise à jour
d’écriture étant déterminée à partir d’un chan-
gement du compteur d’itérations d’écriture (38)
pour la tranche correspondante (31).

15. Système selon la revendication 14, dans lequel :

le module de référence (41) copie un compteur
d’itérations d’écriture (38) d’une tranche dési-
gnée (31) dans le tampon circulaire et établit un
compteur d’itérations de lecture à partir du
compteur d’itérations d’écriture copié (38), et
le module de synchronisation (42) compare le
compteur d’itérations de lecture à une pluralité
de compteurs d’itérations d’écriture (38) affec-
tés à des tranches consécutives (31) dans le
tampon circulaire pour identifier l’adresse d’écri-
ture.
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